Functional Visual Loss.
Patients who present with visual loss that cannot be explained by organic lesions represent a wide spectrum of patients from those with no physiologic problem to those patients who have a true underlying condition. Regardless of where a patient falls within this spectrum, all patients need to be approached with a clinical evaluation to ensure that no underlying physiologic deficit exists. After excluding organic causes with appropriate examination and testing, a patient's visual loss still should not be labeled as functional until it is proven that they can see better than they claim to see. Only after convincingly demonstrating better vision can the physician begin to consider treatment options to help the patient's vision recover. Although functional visual loss places the physician in an unusual adversarial position of refuting a patient's symptoms, exposing the patient in a confrontational manner rarely helps. Instead, an approach that allows patients to resolve the symptoms on their own through reassurance and support often leads to successful restoration of vision. Reassurance that their condition is not serious, and may recover with time, allows patients to slowly admit their vision is improving without ever suggesting that the concern and medical attention they sought was unwarranted.